“BULLET” HEADLIGHT COVERS
Make your point, or points!
Nicknamed the “Madonna” headlight covers
(for obvious reasons)
ORDER #2127 $25.00

HALF MOON HEADLIGHT COVERS
Excellent chrome ORDER #2103 $15.00 pr.

BLUE DOT HEADLIGHT COVERS
Chrome plated headlight covers with blue dot installed in center. Very custom!
ORDER #2128 $16.00 pr.

BASEBALL CAP HEADLIGHT VISOR
Excellent chrome. Mounts under headlight rim
ORDER #2112 $18.00 pr.

“CAT EYE” HEADLIGHT COVERS
Great chrome ORDER #2102 $12.00 pr.

JEFFREY ALLEN HEADLIGHT VISOR
Mounts over headlight rim - stainless steel
ORDER #2111 $25.00 pr.

“CAT EYE” HEADLIGHT COVERS
Shown at right is 1954 Chev with Blue Dot Covers (#2128) and Jeffrey Allens (#2111)

3 BAR SPINNER HUBCAP
Styled after some of the 50’s hubcaps. These are a nice chrome with white in squares.
ORDER #2136 $115.00 set of 4

4 BAR SPINNER HUBCAP
Another nice custom 50’s style hubcap. Chrome with white in squares.
ORDER #2137 $245.00 set of 4